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But if you have a question about how best to solve a particular design problem, in my
experience, the best combination of tools and techniques to get there, is to find the artist, or
photographer, who would solve the problem best with CAD and help you build your solution,
rather than answer questions about which CAD program you should use. You'll have to find out
what these artists have spent their time doing, as that's the best basis for an informed decision
about which to choose. Since you're in the UK, I can only assume you're probably in the UK, so
have a look at your local jewellery suppliers. I'm sure they'll be able to help you with the right
tool for the job (and, of course, will be able to steer you to the right place if you have any
questions about it) Your username looks familiar :) But I am not familiar with S9Tools
unfortunately. I will have a look around, but it looks like they only offer two CAD software (the
others are sculpting/modelling software). I guess that many users here would agree, that a
good stone setting software, for example in the form of Parametric Modelling (or its cousin
Direct CAD modelling), is essential for rings. Thanks for your reply I have had some jewellery
made at a small workshop in Spain where the jeweller is familiar with some designer software
so he doesnt seem to mind using one thats too basic. I guess I need to be aware that I will be in
the position to continue using such software when the jeweller leaves. Not only will I have to
teach my colleagues how to use it, I will have to keep trying to keep up to date with the
changing software package. Do you know if rhinogold is capable of producing larger sized
designs that I can adjust after they have been designed? If so this might help because I dont
think I could ask jewellers to do this sort of thing for me so I might have to make a bit of a
financial commitment, which I hope would be worth it.
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